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WRBwrb 1 UIIITED' STATES OF A!! ERICA

2 11UCLEAR REGULATORY cot: MISSION

3 ------------------------:

(3,f ./
4 In the matter of: :

5. CLEVELAND ELECTRIC : Docket Mos.: 50-440

6 ILLUfIINATING CO?:PAUY : 50-441

7 (Perry Nuclear Plant) :

E ------------------------:

9 Uashington, D. C.

10 Friday, 29 March 1985

11 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE in the above-entitled matter

12 was initiated, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m.

13 BEFORE: ,

O
(/- 14 ' JUDGE JA!!ES D. GLPASCN, Chairman,

15 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 11.

16 JUDGE GLEITN O. PRIGHT, .itember. ,

17 JUDGE JERRY R. KLINE, !! ember .

la APPEARA!!CES :

19 On behalf of the Applicant:

20 JAY SILBERG, Esq. and HARRY GLASSPIEGEL, Esq.

21 Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trewbridge,

22 Uashington, D. C.

23

() 24 On behalf of Ohic Citizens fer Responsible Energy:

25 SUSAU IIYATT

- - . _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ . - - . _ . ._
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i
i- '4 COLLEEN WOODITEAD, Esq.
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UREwrb 1 PROCEEDINGS

2 JUDGE GLEASON: This is Judge James B. Gleasen,

3 the Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. Ifs
L)

4 have with me Judge Jerry R. Klein and Judge Glenn Bright.

5 We're conducting a telephone conference on the Perry Nuclear

6 Plant operating license proceeding.

7 Will the other parties please identify
.

8 themselves?

9 MR. SILBERG: For the applicant, this is Jay

10 Silberg of Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge, and with me

11 is Harry Glasspiegel.

12 MS. UOODHEAD: This is Colleen Woodhead, counsel.

13 for URC Staff.
g
(J 14 MS. HYATT: This is Susan Hyatt representing Ohio

15 Citizens for Responsible Energy.

16 MR. SASS: This is Mr. Sass for Sunficwer

17 Alliance.

18 JUDGE GLEASO!!: We're assembled here today to

19 hear the Board's decision with respect to the two motions

20 submitted by the Ohio Citizens for Respcnsible Energy. The

21 Doard has considered the motions and the responses that have

22 been filed by the Applicant and Staff in connection with it,

23 and the Board's decision is to grant -- on the motion to

() 24 continue, to grant the OCRE motion to extend the date for

25 the hearing to April the 30th rather than the requested June
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URBwrb 1 the 3rd. This will provide ample opportunity for the

2 parties to review the safety evaluation re' port supplement

3 when it's issued on April 16th.rm{v
4 So that is the decision of the Board with respect

5 to that motion.

6 On the second motion, the motion to compel

7 testimony of Dr. Berman with the Sandia organization, the

O Board denies the motion on the basis of the affidavits

9 submitted by the Staff from Dr. Berman and also from

10 tir . Notafrancesco.

11 In light of the information communicated in those

12 affidavits we cannot conclude, the Board cannot conclude

.
- 13 that there is either a 'gsnuine scientific disagreement .

I)''~'~ 14 existing nor can it conclude that there is not a Staff

15 witness, namely, Mr. Motafrancesco, who would be availabic

16 to discuss -- who has at least personal knowledge of

17 material facts on this issue.

18 We'd like to point out that as the hearing

19 progresses subsequent developments in the hearing may

20- require the Board to call for additional testimony or

21 witnesses in connection with the hydrogen combustion issue,

22 and the Staff should be put on notice to that extent.

23 Alternatively, of course, the Executive Director

(l'3_) 24 for Operations could make such testimony available new, but

25 the Daard has no-admissible basis for commanding such
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URBwrb 1 appearance under the present set of facts that exist.

2- So that's the Board's decision with respect to
,

('} . 3 the two motions. We'll.be sending out an order confirming
\s/

4 it today.

5 Is there any other matter to be brought.up before

6 the' Board before we conclude this conference?

7 MR. SILBEnG: Mr. Chairman, this is Jay Silberg

8 for the Applicants.

9 JUDGE GLEASOt!: Yes, Mr. Silberg.

10 MR. SILBERG: On our last conference call I

11 raised with the Licensing Board a procedural question for

.12 the nature of hearings on Issue No. 1. The question that I

. .

13 asked was whether the Board would prefer that each
(''g7-

/
14 subcontention be litigated in its entirety or that each

15 party present all of its testimony on all the Issue 1

16 contentions followed by all the testimony by the other

17 parties. Neither I:r. Sass nor Mr. Lodge were on that call

10. at the time.

19 I have no preference which of these procedures

20 the Board folluw- however, it would be useful in terms of

21 schedule anci preparation to know which way the Board would

22 like to proceed.

23 JUDGE GLCASON: !:r . Gass, do you have any desires

24 in connection with this request?

25 MR. SASS: Yes; we would prefer to have our

_- _ _ _ _ _ -
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:WRBwrb 1 witnesses that have' testimony on several of the

2 subcontentions be able to present all their testimony at one

(~'3 3 time, if possible.
(.../

4 JUDGE GLEASON: So you would like to have the

5 Applicant's witnesses-

6 MR. SASS: And our witnesses.

7 JUDGE GLEASON: -- and the Staff witnesses and

8 your witnesses to present all of the testimony on all of the

9 issues for all of the subcontentions on Issue 1 at the same

10 time?
_

11. !!R . SASS: Yes.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Rather than taking them 6p
-

,

-
-

.

'13 subissue by subissue?
7-

,

("' 14 !!R . SASS: Yes.

15 JUDGE GLEASCC: Is that correct?

16 MR. SASS: Yes, that's correct.

17 JUEGE GLEASON: The Staff, _ !!s. Woodhead, do you

18 have any comments?

19 11 S . UOOE!IEAD: I prefer the same arrangement.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. Uell, that's the way

21' we will carry it out, then. It doesn't make for a clean

22 record in that way, but we can handle it if you people can

*

23 handle it.
/s

-t \
\. / '4 MR. SILEERG: Mr. Chairman, there's one mincr

25 point I'd like to put on the record.
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WRDwrb 1 I have previously spoken to both Mr. Lodge and

2 Ms. Woodhead about one of our witnesses, Dr. Roger

3 Linnemann, whose testimony we have submitted on Contention
I, i
\# 4 P. Due to his set;dule, I have asked the parties, and they.-

5 have agreed, if we could put him on at a time certsin, which

C wculd be seme time. Thursday morning, even if that meant

7 breaking into other witnesses' presentations.

8 The other parties were agreeable to that. If

9 that's acceptable to the ?oard, I would appreciate that for

10 Dr. Linnemann's and the Staff's convenience.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: That's all right as far.as the

12 Board is concerned; but, of course, we'll have to break the

13 routine of this arrangement we've just arrived at.

() 14 MR. SILBERC: Well, we may still be in

1S Applicant's testimony Thursday morning: I can't predict how

1G long that will go.

17 But that was acceptable to Terry Lodge and to

18 Colleen.

19 JUDGE GLEASOM: All right; but all I'm saying ic

20 that the cross-examination that will occur will have to

21 occur after each issue -- or after the full handling of the

22 testimony. And, therefore, you may have to hold him over in
i

23 any event.

~h 24 MR. SILDERG: I assume his crcss-examination[J~

25 would occur when he's put on the stand.

.

y
* * 1E.1 7.- 7 '[ *[ ~ ' ~#

, .__ p ..rm.,y, . ,_, . _y , _ , , , ,--mn, _ . ,,, 7._, -, - ,.,
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URBwrb ~ 1 JUDGE GLEASON: I presume that's what you're
.

.2 ;trying to work out.

(v"}
3 ;MR. SILBERG: Yes.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: All right; just so we understand

5 that.-,

6 MS. UOODHEAD: As I indicated in my letter when I

7 filed the testimony, Dr. Bush, who is a consultant on the

8 diesel generatcr issue, will not be available beyond the

9 -12th. So that may cause further rearrangement in the

10 schedule. Eut I would appreciate it if we could accommodate

11' his other commitments.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: All right; work it out with the

13 other parties, Ms. Woodhead, if you will, please, and advise;

14 the Board before the hearing starts.
.

15 MR. SILBERC: That's acceptable to the Applicant.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.

17 There is one remaining issue that we have, and I

18 should have brought it up before: Uhat are the desires'of
<

19 the parties with respect to the filing of testimony on Issue

20 8 as far as time is concerned.

21 MR. SILBERG: We are going on the April 1

22 deadline.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.

. O(s 24 Ms. Woodhead?

25 MS. UOOCHEAD: Uc are prepared to file on Mcnday.

.
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WREwrb 1 We would be pleased to file a little later, if it's

2- -agreeable. Ccnsidering we're rewriting the SEF and the

3 tessimony at the same time, it might give the Staff a little

L() 4 relief. However, we are prepared to file on Monday. We can'

5 certainly meet that date.

6 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, why don't we just get it.

7 in, and if the response is ready, why, we'11' keep that date.

8 MS. WOODHEAD: All right.

9 JUDGE GLEASON: Are there any other matters to

10 come up?

11 MR. SILBERG: Mr. Chairman, you had directed

12 !!s . Hyatt.to file by the 27th, last Wednesday, a proffer of

13 testimony if she had a witness on hydrogen. He hav,e not
'

'14 received anything. I don't know if anything was filed'or
.-

.

15 not.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: She advised-- Well, Ms. Hyatt

17 can speak for herself, but she advised the Board members

18 that she would not be proffering testirony and would not be

19 presenting an affirmative case on that issue.

20 Is that right, Ms. Hyatt?

21 MS. HYATT: That's correct.

22 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.

23 MR..SILBERG: Thank you.

24 JUEGE GLEASCN: Anything else?
, f'.)N.u

25 MR. SASS: Yes. Sunflower Alliance would

- . . ., - _ .. ..
- . .
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WRDwrb 1 request,las far as scheduling one of our witnesses: -If

2 possible we would like to have Dr. f*cPrust'y testify on

v

-3 Thursday, if that's'all right with the other parties.
( . ()fs

4 JUDGE GLEASON: - Uell, I don't want to take the

5 time here now to work those-things out. But I'd like the

6 Applicant and the Staff to work out that arrangement with

7 -Mr. Sass if it's possible.

8 MR. SILBERG: It's acceptable to us.

9 MS. WOODHEAD: The Staff has no objection.

10 JUDGE GLEASON: Fine. Then that's acceptable,

11 Mr. Ssss.

12 MR. SASS: Thank you.

13 JUDGE GLEASpN: Let's go off the record for just-

,

.Q .

A- 14 a moment. Ue'll be back with you shortly.

15 (Discussion off the record. )

16 JUDGE GLEASON: Dack on the record.

17 I guess I'm getting a little bit trcubled, a

18 little bit concerned by how these successions are gcing to

19 fit in, in substance, with respect to -- people wanting to

20 testify on a specific dato are going to fit in with respect

21 to the prior agreement that everybody puts in their

22. testimony at one time. Because obviously the one aspect of

23 the hearing that we have no control over is the amount of
n
(,_/ 24 time that-- we have control over it, but we can't see at

25 the present time the amount of time going to be taken up
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zWRBwrb 1 with cross-examination.

2' Sc.what I would like to suggest is that'the

'c) 3 parties agree some time next week -- and I don't care whichsss

4 particular date; by the end of the week is fine -- that you

5 submit an agreed-upon schedule of witnesses, at least those

G that you want to have on a specific date, so that everybody

7 is on notice of it and we have no developments that would be

8 controversial in connection with it when the hearing

9 commences.

10. So I ask you to do that. Perhaps the Applicant

11 can take responsibility for getting that agreed-upon

. 12 schedule to us.

13 [[R. SILBERG: Okay.e

V}f
,

14 JUEGE GLEASON: All right; that brings to a close

15 the telephone conference. He appreciate everybody's

16 attendance, and we'll see you at the hearing.

17 Thank you.

10 (Whereupon, at 10: 30 a.m., the tel'ephcne

19 conference was concluded.)

20

21

22

23

24

25
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